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As we approach the limit of CMOS scaling, it becomes increasingly unlikely for a computing device to be fully functional due to various sources of faults. Thus, techniques to maintain efficiency in the presence of faults will be important. Generally applicable techniques, such as replication, come with significant overheads. Developing more efficient techniques will be necessary for computing contexts where reliability is critical and is the topic of this thesis. In this direction, we will explore techniques to protect architectures against faults, which have not only a low overhead in terms of area, performance, and energy, but also a significant impact on improving the resilience of the architecture under consideration. For this we will propose optimization methods for exploring automatically the design space of fault-tolerant architectures that provide architectural solutions under reliability constraints to improve the robustness of processor architectures.

Context

Impact of faults. With advanced technology nodes and the emergence of new devices pressured by the end of Moore's law, manufacturing problems and process variations strongly influence electrical parameters of circuits and architectures [1], leading to dramatically reduced yield rates [2]. Transient errors caused by particles or radiations will also more and more often occur during execution [3,4], and process variability will prevent predicting chip performance (e.g., frequency, power, leakage) without a self-characterization at run time.

Computing architectures become more and more sensible to the environmental impacts [5], such as ionizing particles and high-energy radiation. Such stimuli trigger violations on the system impacting the normal system functionality and creating faults during its operation [6]. If this has been an issue for a long time for space, this now also a problem for avionics and even at ground level.

Architectures in critical systems. The consumer market has shifted towards multicore architectures, since the clock speeds of the single processors could not be further increased due to power consumption and heat dissipation limits [4]. To provide correct system functionality, the reliability of multicore architectures has become a very essential aspect. Several different fault tolerant approaches have been proposed in the literature to
improve the system reliability. However, no general solution can exist to provide the required reliability in low cost for all the problems under study. The promising fault tolerant method is determined by the real faults occurring during execution, the application and the platform of each problem under study.

Moreover, there is a clear trend for mission-critical systems to be increasingly based on Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) unhardened components (e.g., SRAM FPGAs have a much lower cost than developing rad-hard multicores). These systems will also include more and more processing capabilities while operating in harsh space environments. Moving towards rad-hard by designing multicores implemented in FPGAs is clearly challenging. This requires not only for the processor core to be resilient, but also to take advantage of the redundancy offered by multicores, especially at runtime (both at the task level and at the computing resource level). We also expect reconfigurable hardware and soft accelerators to play an important role in the reliability improvement required by such systems.

Fault-tolerance. There exist numerous fault-tolerant techniques in the literature [16] among which we can distinguish two main classes: redundancy techniques that apply duplication (for error detection) or triplication (for error mitigation) in space (hardware redundancy) or time (software redundancy), and error detection and correction techniques that encode, e.g. with error correcting codes (ECC), data and operations to verify the correctness of the dataflow inside the processor. Combinations of both techniques are also possible, e.g., adding redundancy in the computation using variants of ECC to avoid full duplication of the hardware [8].

Objectives

This Master thesis focuses on fault tolerant processor architectures and has as main goal to design and develop a novel method to explore the design space of the promising set of fault tolerant techniques. We will focus this work on the architecture of one core, the management of multicore being the goal of a PhD thesis that will follow this work.

During previous work, we studied the impact of faults on the basic components of a processor architecture, i.e. memory, pipeline, execution units, registers [15]. This analysis was performed on in-house designed VLIW [14] and RISC-V [17] cores specified at the C/C++ level through high-level synthesis (HLS) and designed with a 28nm FDSOI technology. We not only evaluated the probability of Single-Event-Upset (SEU), but also highlighted the impact of Multiple-Bit Upsets (MBUs) on the vulnerability of the processor. During this thesis, we will define the set of relevant fault tolerant techniques within our domain and classify and characterize them with respect to the reliability that they can offer and the overhead that they impose on the design (performance, area, energy). In the next step we will focus on defining a novel design space exploration methodology and designing the corresponding tools in order to efficiently explore the different fault tolerance design options. The methodology will be based on pruning methods over the classification and optimizations strategies. The results of the proposed methodology are the set of the most promising fault tolerant approaches under given fault scenarios and platform characteristics that reduce the system cost, while providing reliability and real-time guarantees. The C++ RISC-V processor architecture will be used to perform the evaluation of the proposed methodology. Adding fault tolerance to the core is simply achieved by adding code to its C++ specification and resynthesizing the architecture with HLS. Vulnerability is analysed with the in-house tools developed in our previous work [15].
Note on the bibliography: for the bibliography part of this Master thesis, a small set of fault-tolerant techniques (duplication, triplication, some ECCs) will be studied from the literature and the project will consist in the analysis of their impact on reliability (e.g., how much the probability of a crash of the processor is reduced by the technique when the system runs at high flight altitude during a solar event) and their overhead (area, power, clock frequency).
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